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Sgs1-FD Mutants of S. cerevisiae Do Not Exhibit Higher Levels of Error-prone DNA Repair
Beth F. Wasserman
Anne Casper, faculty mentor
Mis-repair of DNA double-stranded breaks (DSB) can result in genomic rearrangements and
cancer. Sgs1p is a helicase that unwinds DNA for DSB repair. To better understand its role in
break repair, I analyzed the frequency of various types of DSB repairs in yeast cells with the
mutation sgs1-FD. Given this mutation disrupts an interaction between Sgs1p and a critical
protein, Rad51p, I hypothesized mutant cells would have more error-prone repair than high
fidelity canonical BIR repair. Genome sequence and chromosome size were examined in sgs1-FD
yeast cells that underwent DSB repair. No difference was found in the frequency of error-prone
repair, indicating the mutation did not affect the repair process.
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Analysis of the Role of Sgs1p in Repair of Double-Strand DNA Breaks in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Beth Wasserman
Introduction:
Cells undergo DNA replication in order to divide and produce new cells. In wild-type
baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), the rate of mutations and chromosomal rearrangement
during replication is less than 10-6 /cell division (Lemoine et al., 2005). The rate is similarly low
in human cells; however, mutations can contribute to genome instability and potentially lead to
cancer (Wang et al., 2018). In both yeast and human cells, some areas of the genome are more
prone to DNA breakage than others. For example, fragile sites are specific chromosomal loci that
are prone to forming DNA gaps and breaks under replication stress (Glover and Stein, 1988;
Lemoine et al., 2005). Double-stranded breaks in DNA at fragile sites are often repaired through
canonical Break-Induced Replication (BIR), and they may also be repaired through
Microhomology-Mediated Break-Induced Replication (mmBIR) (Glover et al., 2017; Rosen et
al., 2013).
Canonical BIR is a process that begins with the resection of the 5’ end of the break,
creating a 3’ single-stranded overhang on the broken chromosome (Figure 1). This
single-stranded overhang is bound by the protein Rad51p. This protein facilitates a search for
regions of the genome containing a similar DNA sequence. Once a region with at least 150 bp of
homology is located, the Rad51p protein facilitates the 3’ end invading the region of homology
(Glover et al., 2017). The homologous DNA is then copied and used to repair the break (Figure
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1).

Figure 1. Break-Induced Replication (BIR) pathway in yeast. In panel a, the DNA is damaged. This results in a double-strand
break, illustrated in panel b. In panel c, the 3’ end of the broken DNA strand has been resected. Panel d shows Rad51 facilitating
the invasion of the homologous chromosome. Panel e depicts the broken strand after copying the region of homology. DNA
ligase aids in joining the DNA segments together, which results in the strands shown in panel f. The DNA after the break is now
homozygous for the red chromosome.
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In Figure 1, the black strand, which was initially broken, is partially red at the end of the
canonical BIR event because it copied the DNA from the red homologous strand. Even though
the break is repaired, copying DNA from another strand can result in single-base mutations,
deletions, and duplications (Sakofsky et al., 2012).
The microhomology-mediated BIR (mmBIR) repair pathway is similar to the canonical
BIR repair pathway. However, mmBIR is less accurate than canonical BIR because, in this
pathway, the broken 3’ end anneals to a significantly smaller region, just 1-6 complementary
bases (Hastings et al., 2009). Since only a few complementary bases are needed, the broken 3’
end has the potential to anneal to complementary base pairs at many locations in the genome,
instead of just the homologous chromosome. This can result in the repaired strand of DNA
containing stretches of bases from non-homologous chromosomes, as depicted in Figure 2.

6
Figure 2. Comparison between the BIR and mmBIR repair pathways (Autterson, 2019). The BIR repair pathway depicts Rad51
binding to the broken strand, which facilitates the invasion of the D-loop. In the mmBIR repair pathway, Rad51 is not used, and
the 3’ end anneals to a smaller complementary sequence in the genome.

It is hypothesized that mmBIR is independent of Rad51p and that the amount of Rad51p
available influences whether canonical BIR or mmBIR occurs (Campos-Doerfler et al., 2018).
This is because Rad51 is needed to bind the 3’ end of the broken DNA and help the 3’ end both
locate and invade the homologous chromosome. In mmBIR, it is hypothesized that the broken 3’
end only anneals to complementary base pairs that by chance are already single-stranded in the
cell, so Rad51p is not needed (Table 1).
Table 1: Summary of the differences between BIR and mmBIR

Canonical BIR (Break-Induced
Replication)

mmBIR
(Microhomology-Mediated
Break-Induced Replication)

Dependent on Rad51p

Independent of Rad51p

Requires long stretches of homology
for invasion

Anneals with only a few complementary
base pairs

D-loop is formed when 3’ end uses
Rad-51p to invade to strand

No D-loop formation because the 3’
end doesn’t invade to the strand

It is known that the protein Sgs1p facilitates the binding of Rad51 to the single-stranded
3’ overhang at a break. Sgs1p is a RecQ helicase that is highly conserved and works to increase
homologous recombination events (Bjergbaek et al. 2005; Jain et al. 2009). Sgs1p and Rad51p
are epistatic and physically interact to stabilize DNA polymerase ε, which is needed for DNA
repair (Bjergbaek et al. 2005). Rad51p binds to the last 469 residues of Sgs1p, a region
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containing many ATPase domains (Campos-Doerfler et al., 2018). Sgs1p unwinds the DNA to
create a 3’ overhang for a Rad51p-mediated homology search. The acidic regions in the
N-terminal tail of Sgs1p mimic single-stranded DNA and compete for RPA binding, which
deposits the Rad51p that is bound to Sgs1p onto the single-stranded DNA during resection
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Depiction of Sgs1p-Rad51p complex.

A mutant allele, sgs1-FD, was described in a publication in 2018 (Campos-Doerfler et
al., 2018). In this mutant, one amino acid is different. The difference between the wild-type
(SGS1) and the mutant (sgs1-FD) is that sgs1-FD contains one amino acid change at the
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C-terminal of the helicase core of Sgs1p (Campos-Doerfler et al., 2018). This change is a
substitution at amino acid 1149 from a phenylalanine to aspartic acid. The authors observed
this substitution results in a separation-of-function allele because the mutant sgs1-FD will no
longer bind to Rad51p. However, sgs1-FD can still resect the DNA, as well as dissolve
Holliday junctions to conserve the ratio of crossover repairs to noncrossover repairs.
Hypothesis:
I hypothesize that if wild-type SGS1 is replaced by sgs1-FD, which doesn’t interact
with Rad51p, then there will be an increase in mmBIR relative to canonical BIR. This
research is pertinent because mmBIR is even more error prone than canonical BIR because it
requires a significantly smaller region of homology. Thus, the mutations that could arise
during the mmBIR repair pathway may result in increased genome instability or cancer.

Methods:
Baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) was used as a model organism because yeast
grows relatively quickly, their genome is easy to manipulate, and, most importantly, their repair
pathways are similar to human’s repair pathways. My experiment is categorized into three stages
(Figure 4). These stages have been conducted in tandem with another undergraduate researcher
in the lab, in order to obtain double the data for analysis.
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Figure 4. Outline of my experiment.

Yeast Strain Creation:
There were two haploid yeast strains created for this experiment. One haploid was from
yeast related to strain S288c, the strain that was sequenced for the Saccharomyces Genome
Database. We call this the “S” haploid. The other haploid, which we call the “Y” haploid, was
from yeast related to YJM789, a strain that was clinically isolated in 1989 (Wei et al., 2007). The
“S” haploids used in this experiment (AMC 556, AMC 588) had an inserted wild-type ADE2
gene on chromosome III at 170 kb, a NAT resistance gene to nourseothricin inserted on
chromosome III at 176 kb, and a fragile site called FS2 located at 169 kb on chromosome III
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(Figure 5). We have two “S” haploids with this configuration on chromosome III. Both “S”
haploids contain the mutant sgs1-FD allele. One “S” haploid contains the native POL1 gene, and
the other “S” haploid contains a POL1 gene that has been modified to be under control of the
GAL1/10 promoter (we call this allele GAL-POL1).The “S” haploids appear white when grown
on agarose plates.
The “Y” haploids used in this experiment (AMC 605, Y942) had the following things
inserted on chromosome III: an inserted ade2 gene at 170 kb, no fragile site, CUP1 gene and
SFA1 gene (CuFA) at 176 kb, and URA3 gene at 273 kb (Figure 5). The CUP1 gene makes cells
more tolerant to copper since it encodes a copper binding protein. SFA1 increases the cell’s
resistance to formaldehyde because it encodes a formaldehyde detoxifying protein. We have two
“Y” haploids with this configuration on chromosome III. Both “Y” haploids contain the mutant
sgs1-FD allele. One “Y” haploid contains the native POL1 gene, and the other “Y” haploid
contains GAL-POL1. These “Y” haploids appear red when grown on agarose plates due to the
defective ade2 gene, which causes the accumulation of a red pigment.
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Figure 5. Diagram of chromosome III in the “S” and “Y” yeast haploids.

Both the “S” and the “Y” haploid strains have the mutant sgs1-FD allele, so when these
two haploid strains were mated together, they create a diploid yeast strain that is homozygous for
sgs1-FD and heterozygous for ADE2/ade2. “S” and “Y” haploids were mated together based on
whether they contained native POL1 or GAL-POL1. A diploid homozygous for the native POL1
was derived from the mating of AMC 556 (“S”) and AMC 605 (“Y”). This diploid was used as a
control since it has normal Pol1p production. A diploid homozygous for GAL-POL1 was
produced from mating AMC 588 (“S”) and Y942. A YPD plate was used to mate native POL1
haploids, whereas a YPR + High Galactose plate was used to mate GAL-POL1 haploids in order
to ensure the survival of the diploid yeast cell (Table 2).
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Table 2. Media Formulas Used During This Experiment
YPR + High Galactose, Liquid YPR Media, and Red/White Media Formulas
Ingredient

YPR + High
Galactose

Liquid YPR Media

Red/White Media

Agar

3% w/v

-

3% w/v

Ammonia Sulfate

-

-

0.5% w/v

Galactose

0.02% w/v

-

0.02% w/v

Peptone

2% w/v

2% w/v

-

Raffinose

-

3% w/v

3% w/v

SR Low Ade
Drop-out Mix
(9.85 mg Ade/L)

-

-

0.14% w/v

Yeast Extract

1% w/v

1% w/v

-

Yeast Nitrogen Base
(No Amino Acids or
Ammonium Sulfate)

-

-

0.17% w/v

Galactose Stock Solution Formulas
Initial Concentration

Added Volume

Final Concentration

Galactose Solution

20%

High Galactose = 125
μL
Low Galactose =
12.5μL

High Galactose =
0.05%
Low Galactose =
0.005%

YPR Media

-

50 mL

-
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Table 3. Description of yeast haploid strains
Haploid Strain

“S” or “Y”

POL1 or GAL-POL1

Presence of sgs1-FD

AMC 556

S

POL1

Yes

AMC 588

S

GAL-POL1

Yes

AMC 605

Y

POL1

Yes

Y 942

Y

GAL-POL1

Yes

Table 4. Description of yeast diploid strains
Diploid Strain

“S” or “Y”

POL1 or GAL-POL1

Presence of sgs1-FD

Y944
(AMC 556 + AMC 605)

Both

POL1

Yes

Y945
(AMC 588 + Y942)

Both

GAL-POL1

Yes

AMC 355

Both

GAL-POL1

No

AMC 358

Both

POL1

No

Identification of Repaired Breaks by Sectored Colonies:
During this stage, DNA double-strand breaks were induced at a fragile site (FS2) in the
diploid yeast strain on chromosome III by growing yeast colonies on low galactose media.
Cells that had repaired the double-stranded breaks were identified as sectored colonies
and collected. Sectored colonies are colonies that appear half red and half white, indicating a
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loss of heterozygosity (LOH). LOH is the loss of an allele of a gene, which potentially has
negative effects. For example, if the allele is supposed to act as a transcriptional repressor, it is
now no longer present to carry out that role and transcription of other genes could increase. LOH
events at ADE2 arise in the mutation ade2, which results in red/white sectoring of a yeast colony
(Figure 6). This occurs because the functional ADE2 gene on the “S” chromosome III is lost
after the repair event. There are now two copies of “Y” chromosome III in the cell after the
break at FS2, resulting in red/white sectoring.

Figure 6. Diagram of chromosome III in yeast diploids and LOH creation. Panel a, normal diploid yeast cell. Panel b,
LOH event (BIR). The loss of ADE2 results in the red/white sectoring.

The procedure for collecting sectored colonies was the same as the one used in Chumki
et al. 2016. Each diploid culture was diluted to an OD600 of 0.20 - 0.25, using a Beckman Coulter
DU800 spectrophotometer. Then, each diploid was grown on YPR + high galactose (0.05%)
media or YPR + low galactose (0.005%) media. The cultures were incubated at 30℃ for six
hours. Following the incubation period, a 100 X dilution and then a 30 X dilution were
performed for a total of 3000 X dilution. 100 ul of this final dilution was plated on each
Red/White plate. This media contains a SR Low adenine drop-out mix for selection of the yeast
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strains. The plates were incubated at 30℃ for four nights and then streaked for singles on YPR +
high galactose media.
Analysis of Sectored Colony Chromosomal Makeup via SNP Testing:
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were analyzed to detect the chromosomal
makeup for each sector colony’s chromosome III (Table 3, Figure 7).

Figure 7. SNP locations of “S” and “Y” chromosome III.

Table 5. SNP chromosomal markers.
SNP

Nucleotide

Analysis

16

SNP 113

113,543

Depicts chromosome loss

SNP 298

298,875

Depicts BIR or gene
conversion event

A boil-freeze was performed to obtain the DNA from each cell for the SNP analysis.
Cells were suspended in DDI water and boiled at 100 ℃ for six minutes. Then, the cells were
immediately transferred to a -80℃ freezer for 15 minutes, thawed, and centrifuged at 1000 x g.
A PCR reaction to amplify the region surrounding each SNP was performed on the supernatant
from this centrifugation, which contained the DNA from the cells. A BIO-RAD T100 thermal
cycler and a BIO-RAD MyCycler thermal cycler were used to carry out the PCR reaction. The
PCR reaction consisted of three basic steps: denaturation, annealing, and elongation. The first
denaturation step was performed at 97 ℃ for two minutes. After this step, the following cycle
was carried out 35 times. The first step in the cycle was a denaturation step at 94 ℃ for two
minutes. Next, annealing took place at 50 ℃ for 20 seconds. The elongation step was performed
at 72 ℃ for 25 second. After this cycle was completed, a final elongation step was performed at
72 ℃ for six minutes.
The red and white colonies from the collected sectored colonies were analyzed. A
restriction enzyme digest was used to analyze the type of homologous repair that occurred, as
well as the size of the repaired chromosomes (Figure 8). SNP 113 was used to determine if the
break resulted in chromosome loss. On the gel electrophoresis, a heterozygous SNP 113
indicated that a homologous recombination repair event occurred. SNP 298 was used to
determine if the homologous repair occurred from BIR or gene conversion. If gene conversion
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took place, the gel would display heterozygous bands for both the red and white colonies for
SNP 298. If break-induced replication occurred, the red colonies were homozygous for Y and
the red colonies were heterozygous at SNP 298.

Figure 8. Chromosomal depictions of break-repair outcomes which were initially identified by restriction enzyme digests. Panel
a, normal diploid. Panel b, BIR. Panel c, chromosome loss. Panel d, gene conversion.
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CHEF Gel and Southern Blotting to Evaluate the Characteristics of Repaired Chromosomes:
Stage two involves the use of next-generation sequencing to analyze the sequence of the
repaired chromosomes, as well as CHEF gels and Southern blotting to analyze the size of the
repaired chromosome. I began this stage by fragmenting the DNA from each strain to prepare it
for Illumina next-generation whole genome sequencing. The company, Novogene, sent back data
for the sequence of DNA, which I analyzed using a computer program called CLC Genomics
Workbench. This data provided more information regarding the deletions and duplications that
may have taken place during canonical BIR or mmBIR repair. The sequence was predicted to
display a normal amount of sequencing coverage for the DNA when canonical BIR occurred and
abnormal coverage when mmBIR repair was initiated.
CHEF gel stands for Contour-Clamped Homogeneous Electric Field gel. These gels differ
from normal electrophoresis gels because they are able to separate entire chromosomes based on
size, due to running the electric current at an angle (60°) (Figure 9). CHEF gels utilize a
pulsed-field of electric current through a series of North-South and East-West current switches at
various time intervals. DNA from the diploid yeast cells with LOH events were collected. Each
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red half of the sectored colony was made into a block of DNA which was loaded onto the CHEF
gel.

Figure 9: Diagram of a CHEF gel

A Pharmacia Biotech Gene Navigator was used to perform the CHEF gel electrophoresis
to separate all the yeast chromosomes in diploids that had repaired the break on chromosome III.
The CHEF gel was run for a total of 39 hours (Table 6). A lambda ladder was utilized to assess
chromosome sizes and the “S” and “Y” haploids were used as controls.

Table 6. Protocol used for CHEF Gel Electrophoresis
Phase

Run Time

North-South Switch
(seconds)

East-West Switch
(seconds)

1

6 hours, 30 minutes

28

28

2

6 hours, 30 minutes

29.5

29.5

3

6 hours, 30 minutes

31

31

20

4

6 hours, 30 minutes

32.5

32.5

5

6 hours, 30 minutes

33.5

33.5

6

6 hours, 30 minutes

35

35

After running the CHEF gels, a Southern blot was prepared to locate both copies of
chromosome III on the gel and show their respective sizes (Figure 10). DNA was transferred
from the CHEF gel to a nylon membrane using an apparatus similar to that shown in Figure 9.
We used standard neutral transfer procedures for this process. We created a non-radioactive
probe, CHA1, which is a gene located on the left arm of chromosome III, using the North2South
Biotin Random Prime DNA Labeling Kit from ThermoFisher (Lemoine et al,. 2005). We
hybridized this probe to our membrane from the CHEF gel and detected it using the
North2South Chemiluminescent Hybridization and Detection Kit from ThermoFisher. If
canonical BIR took place, the repaired chromosome III should stay the same length, since the
DNA will be copied from the homologous chromosome. However, if mmBIR repair happened,
the length of yeast chromosome III can drastically differ. This difference is due to the fact that
mmBIR can anneal to non-homologous chromosomes in the genome and use them for the repair
process.
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Figure 10: Depiction of the apparatus for running a Southern Blot taken from Sigma-Aldrich. The gel (purple rectangle) in
the diagram is a CHEF gel.

Results:
Repair Pathway Overview:
Out of the 25 repair events, the majority were BIR (Table 4). Of the 25 repair events, 17
strains had BIR repair, two had telomere capping, two used gene conversion, and four could
not be classified based on their sequencing data.

Table 4. Summary of the Repair Events
Repair Type

BIR

Telomere
Capping

Gene
Conversion

mmBIR

Unknown

Number of
Events

17

2

2

0

4
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The location of the 17 BIR events on chromosome III is depicted in Figure 11. Most of the BIR
events followed a typical BIR pathway. However, the four events listed pink followed a special
type of BIR repair which will be referred to as 3, 2, 1 repair.

Figure 11: Location of each BIR event along chromosome III. The red horizontal line represents our “Y” chromosome III.
The gray horizontal line represents our “S” chromosome III. The large ovals to the left represent a centromere. The the black
arrows on the grey chromosome depict TY elements. Both the X’s and triangles on the chromosome represent SNP markers.
The triangles further represent restriction site exits. The red arrows beneath the horizontal lines represent where a BIR event
occurred. The numbers to the left of each arrow represent the name of the strain that underwent repair. The black numbers
illustrate typical BIR repair. The purple numbers illustrate what we call 3, 2, 1 BIR repair.
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In-Depth Analysis of Repair Pathways:
Repair pathways were analyzed by assessing the CHEF gel, Southern blot, and NGS data for
each strain.
Typical BIR Pathway:
My first strain, SC 2712, was classified as a typical BIR event. The CHEF gel for this strain is
depicted in Figure 12 and 13. Lane 1 and 2 are controls for the Y and S chromosomes. 2712 is
in the yellow box. There is a band the same size as the Y chromosome, indicating the Y
chromosome is present in the cell. This band is twice as thick, so the two chromosomes are the
same size. There is no band corresponding to the size of the S chromosome.
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Figure 12: Full CHEF gel for assessment of several yeast strains
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Figure 13: CHEF gel for SC 2712 break repair.
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The Southern Blot for SC 2712 is depicted in Figure 14. In the Southern blot, there is a band
present around the same size as the control Y band. This band is also twice as thick as the
control. These results align with the CHEF gel since there are two copies of chromosome III
present, and both copies of the size of the original “Y” chromosome III.

Figure 14: Full Southern blot image for assessment of several yeast strains

The analysis of the sequencing data for this strain is depicted in Figure 15. The blue line
represents for each SNP on chromosome III, what percent of the alleles at that SNP were of the
“Y” sequence. Thus, if there is one “S” copy of chromosome III and one “Y” copy of
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chromosome III in the yeast cell, there will be 50% “Y” alleles at every SNP on the chromosome.
The orange line represents overall sequencing coverage. Thus, if there are two full copies of
chromosome III in the yeast cell, the sequencing coverage will remain constant across the entire
chromosome; if any portion of chromosome III was lost during the repair, the sequencing
coverage will drop by half in the part that was lost. In strain SC 2012 that is depicted in Figure
15, at around base pair 137,000 on chromosome III, the percent “Y” jumps from 50% to 100%,
but the sequencing coverage remains the same. This indicates that, after 137,000 bp, both copies
of chromosome III in the cell contain “Y” information. This is consistent with the results from the
CHEF gel and Southern blot. Therefore, we can conclude that the S copy of chromosome III
broke, and the broken end of the S chromosome invaded the Y chromosome III at 137,000 bp and
used BIR to copy the Y chromosome. This results in both chromosomes III in the cell containing
Y alleles from 137,000 bp to the end of the chromosome. The overall coverage remains the same
since there are still two entire copies of chromosome III in the cell.

Figure 16: Next Generation Sequencing data for SC 2712.
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The drawing of the 2712 repair event is illustrated in Figure 17. The black line represents the S
chromosome and the red line represents the Y chromosome. The fully intact S and Y
chromosomes are present at the top panel. The break initially occurred at fragile site FS2 which is
located at 169,000 bp on chromosome III. The ends of the break were resected, and the broken
strand invaded at 137,000 bp. This invasion point is depicted by the undulating line. The S
chromosome invades the Y chromosome and copies the DNA from the breakpoint to the end. The
Y chromosome III is shorter than the S chromosome III due to a difference in TY elements. The
Y chromosome III only contains one TY element, whereas the S chromosome III contains four
TY elements. As such, when the S chromosome invades the Y chromosome and copies the Y
chromosome DNA for repair, the “S” chromosome becomes slightly smaller and is now the same
length as the Y chromosome. The bottom panel shows the repaired S chromosome which now
has Y chromosome DNA. This is why both copies of chromosome III were the size of the
original Y chromosome III in the CHEF gel and Southern blot.
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Figure 17: Drawing of SC 2712 break repair pathway.
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Telomere Capping:
My strain SC 2714 was repaired by telomere capping. The CHEF gel for this repair pathway is
depicted in Figure 18. On the CHEF gel, there is a band corresponding to the Y sized
chromosome, as well as an additional band that is smaller than the Y sized chromosome.

Figure 18: Full CHEF gel for assessment of several yeast strains. SC 2714 is highlighted in the yellow box.
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The Southern blot for SC 2714 depicts a chromosome III band around the same size as the Y
chromosome. There is also a chromosome III band present which is smaller than the Y
chromosome. This is consistent with the results from the CHEF gel which also displayed a Y
sized band and an additional band that was slightly smaller than the Y sized chromosome.

Figure 19: Full Southern blot for assessment of several yeast strains. SC 2714 is highlighted in a yellow box.
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The NGS data for SC 2714 is shown in Figure 20. Initially, the blue line representing the
percentage of Y chromosome is at 50%, indicating that there are two copies of chromosome III in
the cell, one Y and one S. However, at 161,749 bp, the percent Y jumps up to 100%. At this
point, the overall sequencing coverage decreases to by half.

Figure 20: NGS data for chromosome III of the SC 2714 break repair pathway.

When analyzing the other chromosomes in the cell, it was found that chromosome V of SC 2714
had a region with 3X coverage in the cell, rather than the normal 2X coverage (Figure 21). This
region of chromosome five also has 33% Y chromosome in the cell. However, the 3X region in
chromosome V is bigger than the size of the repaired chromosome shown in the CHEF gel and
Southern blot. This means that the broken 3’ DNA strand from the S chromosome III could not
have copied the DNA sequence in chromosome V, or we would expect to see a larger
chromosome III present in the gel. Since the chromosome is so small, we can conclude that the S
chromosome broke at 161,749 bp and prematurely added a telomere to the end of the sequence.
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Figure 21: NGS data for chromosome V of the SC 2714 break repair pathway.

Figure 22 represents the drawing of the repair event for SC 2714. The fully intact S chromosome
III is illustrated at the top of the panel in black. The break in the S chromosome III occured
around FS2 at 169,000 bp and is indicated by the undulating line. The telomerase enzyme added
telomeric repeats to the broken S chromosome, creating what is known as a “telomere cap” and
thus this capped S chromosome III is the shorter band observed on the CHEF gel and Southern
blot.
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Figure 22: Drawing of the SC 2714 break repair pathway.

Gene Conversion:
Strain SC 2742 underwent gene conversion to repair its broken chromosome. The CHEF gel for
SC 2742 is depicted in Figure 23. There are two bands present in the gel: one the same size as the
original Y chromosome and one that is in between the size of the original Y and the origins S
chromosome.
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Figure 23: CHEF gel for the assessment of the size of the repaired chromosome for SC 2742.

The Southern blot for SC 2742 is shown in Figure 24. The Southern blot for this strain depicts
a chromosome III band the same size as the original Y chromosome, as well as an additional
chromosome III band that is in between sizes of the original Y and the original S.. This is
consistent with the results from the CHEF gel.
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Figure 24: Southern blot for the assessment of the size of the repaired chromosome for SC 2742.

The NGS data for this strain is illustrated in Figure 25. At the beginning of chromosome III, the
Y allele percentage is 50%. Then, at 126,802 bp, the percentage of the Y allele jumps to 100%
and stays at 100% until 171,878 bp. Finally, the Y allele returns to 50% from 171,878 bp to the
end of the chromosome III. The overall sequencing coverage remains the same throughout the
chromosome, indicating there are two copies of chromosome III present in the cell. This pattern
of sequencing data indicates repair by gene conversion.
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Figure 25: NGS data for SC 2742 repair event.

This NGS sequencing data can be further visualized in the gene conversion break repair
mechanism drawing in Figure 26. The S chromosome broke at the fragile site FS2, then was
resected, and then chromosome III base 126,802 invaded the Y chromosome and copied the Y
chromosome DNA up until 171,878 bp. The copying process stopped at that point, and the
partially-repaired S chromosome III was ejected from the Y template. This end of the
partially-repaired S chromosome III could have then re-joined the other end of the broken III.
That is why there is 100% Y alleles chromosome in the cell between 126,802 bp - 171,878 bp,
but the overall coverage remains the same because there are two copies of chromosome III in the
cell.
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Figure 26: Mechanism for the SC 2742 break repair pathway.
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3, 2, 1 Repair:
Strain SC 2741 is one of the strains that underwent what we labelled 3, 2, 1 repair, which is a
form of the BIR repair pathway. The CHEF gel for SC 2741 is shown in Figure 27. It depicts a
normal sized Y chromosome III, as well as a very small S chromosome III.

Figure 27: Full CHEF gel for the analysis of SC 2741 break repair pathway.

The Southern blot for this strain is shown in Figure 28. This Southern blot depicts a
chromosome III band around the same size as the original Y chromosome and a chromosome
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III band much smaller than either the original S or original Y chromosomes. These results are
consistent with the CHEF gel.

Figure 28: Southern blot for the analysis of SC 2741 break repair pathway.

The NGS data for SC 2741 is displayed in Figure 29. The percentage of the Y alleles in
chromosome III in the cell starts off at 33%. At 90,000 bp, the percentage of the Y alleles in
chromosome III jumps to 50%, where there is a TY element. At 124,665 bp, the percentage
of the Y alleles in chromosome III jumps to 100% and remains that way until the end of the
chromosome. There is a delta sequence in this region which could be used for invasion. The
overall sequencing coverage of chromosome III begins as 3X. Between 90,000 bp - 124,665
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bp, it drops to 2X. The coverage drops to 1X starting at 124,665 bp and remains that way
until the end of the chromosome.

Figure 29: NGS sequencing data for the SC 2741 break repair pathway.

I hypothesize that the S chromosome III broke at Fragile site FS2 at 169,000 bp, then the
broken end was resected back to 124,665 bp. The delta element at 124,664 bp curled back to
copy the left arm of the S chromosome III (that is, the broken S chromosome III used itself as
a template for repair) starting at 90,000 bp and proceeding through the left telomere. As such,
there are three copies in the cell of the information from the beginning of chromosome III:
two copies where we expect (at the beginning of each chromosome III) plus another copy
added to the end of the broken S chromosome, accounting for the 3X coverage. The middle
of chromosome III is present only in two copies in the cell, and one copy contains the Y
alleles and the other copy contains S alleles, accounting for the 2X coverage. The end of the S
chromosome (from 124,665 to the right telomere) was lost due to the break, so in this region,
there is only the Y chromosome III in the cell, which is why there is only 1X coverage for
this part of the chromosome. Based on the CHEF gel, the size of the repaired S chromosome
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is roughly 200,000 bp. This repaired S chromosome contains the first 124,665 bp plus the
90,000 bp that were added during the BIR repair process that copies the left arm of the S
chromosome III.When added together, this totals the 200,000 bp band which is present on the
CHEF gel and Southern blot. This mechanism of the resultant chromosomes are depicted in
Figure 30.

Figure 30: Depiction of the repaired SC 2741. The break occurs at the fragile site FS2. The DNA resects to 124,665 bp. The
delta 6 at 124,665 bp invades the TY element at 90,000 bp and copies the DNA to the left of the chromosome.
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Conclusion:
It is known that Sgs1p has two functions: it has a helicase function that unwinds DNA at a
broken end, and it has a function that helps facilitate the loading of Rad51p onto the single
stranded DNA overhang at a double-strand break. Rad51p is needed for this broken 3’ end to
conduct a homology search in the canonical BIR repair pathway. I introduced a separation of
function mutation in Sgs1p, called sgs1-FD, to disrupt the interactions between Sgs1p and
Rad51p. I hypothesized that this mutation would increase the amount of error-prone repair,
occurring in the cell since theRad51p is important for canonical BIR repair. However, these
results did not support my hypothesis, as the majority of the repair events in sgs1-FD cells were
canonical BIR, and none of the repair events were mmBIR. These results were quite surprising.
Therefore, I believe it may be of benefit to repeat this experiment with a larger sample size to
assess these results. If accurate, they could indicate that Sgs1p may not be as critical as
hypothesized for loading Rad51p onto the single-stranded overhang at a DNA break, or that other
proteins besides Sgs1p may help load Rad51p onto the single-stranded overhang at a DNA break.
As such, these results could be used in future studies in the developmental pathways of human
tumor cells, as well as other investigations regarding BIR and the interactions between Sgs1p and
Rad51p. Another possible future investigation could knockout Rad51 in the cell as opposed to
mutating Sgs1p to disrupt the Sgs1p-Rad51p interaction.
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